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Local Author Releases Memoir of Squaw Valley
A hauntingly beautiful memoir of humor, grace, and failed rescues, Killing
Penelope by Kimball Converse Pier, a resident of Truckee, California, was
recently released by Lucky Bat Books.
In Kimball’s memoir of a family torn apart and her struggles with a wild and
eccentric mother, the author eloquently expresses herself around issues we
can all relate to: a broken family, mental illness, depression, drug addiction,
sexuality, all with her beloved Squaw Valley as the backdrop.
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Penelope, Kimball’s mother, was different than other mothers of the 1960s.
Instead of dresses and heals, she wore Levi’s and men’s shirts, and she held
a shotgun with more comfort than she held her baby girl. Kimball’s father,
Gardiner, a Harvard educated physician, was devoted to Penelope, but although
she loved Gardiner, it was not enough to give up her Swiss lesbian lover,
Helene. Penelope became very ill when Kimball was eight and Gardiner left
abruptly when Kimball was twelve. Penelope, although weakened by disease,
packed up her Porsche, and she and Kimball left the only home Kimball had
ever known. Life with Penelope was frightening and unpredictable, as Kimball
tried desperately to save Penelope, who succumbed to addiction, depression,
and recurring bouts of illness.
This intimate portrayal of retrieving grace and gratitude from the despair of
loss, invites readers to reconcile with their own losses and times of struggle,
and to see themselves as heroes and heroines in their own lives.
Author Biography
Kimball Converse Pier earned her bachelor’s degree from the University of
Washington, her masters in marriage and family therapy at Seattle Pacific
University, and her Ph.D. at Pacifica Graduate Institute in depth psychology.
In 2010, she founded Sierra Agape Therapeutic Services, a non-profit
organization dedicated to offering a range of healing services, including
individual and family therapy, divorce and parenting mediation, body work,
and spiritual practices. She has two children whom she considers her most
precious gifts.
Killing Penelope is currently available on Amazon in both print and ebook.
For more information and a full press kit, go to KimballPier.com.
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Killing Penelope Descriptions
Short
A hauntingly beautiful memoir of failed rescues, Killing Penelope is a true
story about a girl’s devotion to her mother Penelope, a wild and eccentric
woman who held a shotgun with more comfort than she held her baby girl.
When Penelope became seriously ill, Kimball’s life became frightening and
unpredictable. When Kimball was eleven, her father abandoned the family,
and Kimball’s life revolved around trying to save Penelope, who succumbed
to addiction, depression, and recurring bouts of illness. In this memoir by
Kimball Converse Pier, the author gives a beautiful portrayal of her experience
of retrieving humor, grace, and gratitude from the rubble of despair and loss.
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A hauntingly beautiful memoir of humor, grace, gratitude, and failed rescues,
Killing Penelope is a true story about a girl’s devotion to her mother, Penelope,
a wild and eccentric woman in Levi’s and men’s shirts, who held a shotgun with
more comfort than she the baby girl she had never intended to have in the first
place, and to her father, Gardiner, a Harvard-educated physician.
Penelope loved Gardiner but not enough to give up her Swiss lover, Helene.
When Gardiner abruptly left the family, Penelope gathered her strength and
told Kimball they were going to start a new life. Kimball’s early teen years were
frightening and unpredictable as she desperately tried to save Penelope, who
succumbed to addiction, depression, and recurring bouts of illness. In this
memoir by Kimball Converse Pier, the author gives a beautiful portrayal of her
experience of retrieving humor, grace, and gratitude from the rubble of despair
and loss.

Long
A hauntingly beautiful memoir of humor, grace, gratitude, and failed rescues,
Killing Penelope is a true story about a girl’s devotion to her mother, Penelope,
a wild and eccentric woman who never intended to have a child, and to her
father, Gardiner, a Harvard-educated physician whom the child depended
upon to be the steady, stable parent.
Penelope did not wear dresses and heels like other mothers of the 1960s.
She wore Levi’s and men’s shirts, and she held a shotgun with more comfort
than she held her baby girl. Penelope loved Gardiner but not enough to give
up her Swiss lover, Helene. Kimball was eight when Penelope developed a
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life-threatening illness, which left her emaciated, drug-addicted, and mentally
unstable. When Gardiner abruptly left the family, Penelope gathered her strength
and told Kimball they were going to start a new life. Kimball was twelve when
they packed up the Porsche, dogs, parakeets, and bags of narcotics, and left the
only home she had ever known.
Kimball’s early teen years were frightening and unpredictable as she desperately
tried to save Penelope, who succumbed to addiction, depression, and recurring
bouts of illness. In this memoir by Kimball Converse Pier, the author gives a
beautiful portrayal of her experience of retrieving humor, grace, and gratitude
from the rubble of despair and loss.
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Kimball Converse Pier
Biographies
Short
Kimball Converse Pier is the founder and director of Sierra Agape Therapeutic
Services, a non-profit organization dedicated to offering a range of healing
services, including individual and family therapy, divorce and parenting
mediation, body work, and spiritual practices.

Medium
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Kimball Converse Pier earned her bachelor’s degree from the University of
Washington, her masters in marriage and family therapy at Seattle Pacific
University, and her Ph.D. at Pacifica Graduate Institute in depth psychology.
In 2010, she founded and directs Sierra Agape Therapeutic Services, a nonprofit organization dedicated to offering a range of healing services, including
individual and family therapy, divorce and parenting mediation, body work,
and spiritual practices. She has two children whom she considers her most
precious gifts.

Long
Kimball Converse Pier spent her childhood in the mountains of Squaw
Valley, California. But her idyllic life shattered and after many painful and
traumatic years, she dropped out of high school at the age of sixteen. Her
mother had died, and her had father left her on her own. After two years of
living dangerously, she decided to put herself on the path of self-love rather
than self-destruction.
At eighteen, she entered Sierra Junior College, and was invited to join the
women’s cross-country running team. Although reluctant, she discovered the
transformative power of running was a conduit to uncovering a fierceness and
focus that would be life changing. She worked her way though school over
many years, during which time she was a professional athlete and a mother,
eventually earning a master’s degree in marriage and family therapy, and then
a doctorate in depth psychology. She has since worked in various communitybased mental health settings, while also founding and directing Sierra Agape
Therapeutic Services, a non-profit organization located in Truckee, California,
dedicated to offering a range of healing services, including individual and
family therapy, divorce and parenting mediation, body work, and spiritual
practices, on a sliding fee basis.
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Kimball has two children: a daughter who is a social worker and a champion for
social justice, and a son whose knowledge and wisdom continues to astonish her.
They are her most precious gifts in addition to her husband, Jon, who has been
an undying source of love and companionship. They are her most precious gifts.

Longest
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Kimball Converse Pier spent her childhood in the mountains of Squaw Valley,
California. But her idyllic life shattered and after many painful and traumatic
years, she dropped out of high school at the age of sixteen. Her mother had
died and her father left her on her own. After two years of living dangerously,
she decided to put herself on the path of self-love rather than self-destruction.
At eighteen, she entered Sierra Junior College and was invited to join the
women’s cross-country running team. Although reluctant, she discovered the
transformative power of running was a conduit to uncovering a fierceness and
focus that would be life changing. She worked her way though school over many
years during which time she was a professional athlete and a mother, eventually
earning a master’s degree in marriage and family therapy, and then a doctorate
in depth psychology. She has since worked in various community-based mental
health settings, while also founding and directing Sierra Agape Therapeutic
Services, a non-profit organization located in Truckee, California, dedicated
to offering a range of healing services including individual and family therapy,
divorce and parenting mediation, body work, and spiritual practices, on a sliding
fee basis.
For the next twenty years, Kimball worked as a professional distance runner and
participated in the 1984, 1988, and 1992 Olympic Marathon Trials, representing
Nike for ten of those years. Traveling to races all over the world, she is proud to
have been a female distance runner at the sport’s zenith for American women.
Professional racing was a tenuous way to make a living and support herself and
her two children. She started a business called Wish List Services in Seattle
where she could clean houses, run errands, and cook for people to earn income.
In 1987, after having her second child, she returned to complete her bachelor’s
degree at the University of Washington. With great difficulty (and a lot of time
in the tutoring center), she graduated, and was accepted into a graduate program
in marriage and family therapy, later earning her Ph.D in Depth Psychology
at Pacifica Graduate Institute. Her career as a depth psychotherapist has
encompassed an increasing awareness of the importance of soul-tending and
mindfulness practices, rather than reliance on western medicine alone.
Her work is centered on mind-body awareness, compassionate mediation with
couples and parents, and trauma healing through the body. For twenty-two years,
she has devoted her energy and time to community-based mental health, and in
2010, she founded Sierra Agape Therapeutic Services, a non-profit organization
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whose mission is to offer affordable therapeutic services, including individual
and family therapy, divorce and parenting mediation, body work, and trauma
healing through the body.
Kimball has two children: a daughter who is a social worker and a champion for
social justice, and a son whose knowledge and wisdom continues to astonish her.
They are her most precious gifts in addition to her husband, Jon, who has been
an undying source of love and companionship.
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Suggested interview questions for
Kimball Converse Pier, author
of Killing Penelope: A daughter’s
memoir of failed rescues
Where did you get the idea for Killing Penelope?

The idea landed on me in 1990 when I began the long journey of learning to
write in a way that could benefit others. Rather than indulging my tendency
to make excuses for not doing my best due to my past or using my history to
avoid taking responsibility for my life, I wanted to tell my story to help other
people heal from their own challenges. The calling to write the book kept
haunting me, and I had no choice but to press on in between divorces and
dissertation writing until it was complete.
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How is it that you can write about such personal experiences?
I love being transparent, and I love other people’s stories. The intention of the
book is to invite readers to love parts of themselves they never thought they
could love and to forgive those they never thought they could forgive, all while
finding the humor in the darkest experiences.

What does your family think of your writing?
My husband Jon has been unfailingly encouraging, a constant source of comfort as well as an honest and attentive reader. He loves my writing, but is not
afraid to tell me when my writing had drifted off from my true voice.

How did publishing your first book change your process of writing?
In the process of having expert editors and writers helping me, I realized how
much I’d missed by not being in school that often when the building blocks of
grammar and punctuation were being taught. Throughout my doctoral work,
I learned how to write in a more organized way. There’s nothing like having to
stick with APA style to discipline oneself out of wandering off into self-indulgence, opinions, and straying away from the theoretical question.

What other books inspire you?
•
•
•
•
•

Any book by Anne Lamott
All of Augusten Burroughs’ books
Women Who Run with the Wolves by Clarissa Pinkola-Estes
Anything by Brene Brown
All of Pema Chodron’s books
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• Thich Nat Hanh’s – The Power of Silence in a World full of Noise
• Quiet by Susan Cain

What was the hardest part of writing your book?
Sitting down is always the hardest part. As Mark Childress, author of Crazy
in Alabama put it, “Many writers have the cleanest houses on the planet.” It’s
always difficult to write about one’s own trauma without dissociating and
telling your story as if it were about someone else. I had to learn to develop
awareness of when I was doing that. The first sign was boredom with what I
was writing, or resistance to returning to my one voice.

Did you learn anything from writing your book and what was it?
Writing a memoir needs to be beneficial for the reader. My manifesto
throughout the writing of this memoir was through my transparency and
willingness to be completely naked, readers would be invited to awaken and
embrace parts of themselves and others they never thought it possible to love
and be compassionate towards. The minute it was about me and feeding the
impulse to make myself the hero or the the center of attention, I knew I was off
the path.
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What did you enjoy most about writing this book?
I loved working with skilled writers and editors, coming up with new ideas
or ways to change a certain passage while out in nature, and being excited to
return to the manuscript. And of course, the miracle of completion and seeing
it in book form.

Author • Psychotherapist • Speaker What do you want people to take away from Killing Penelope?
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I’ve written about myself and my experiences with the intention of having
readers see themselves and all the lost treasures available in one’s past trauma or
experiences as their dearest companions rather than unwelcome orphans they’d
rather not see or hear.

What is your next project?
A book based on my dissertation entitled, The Therapist has No Clothes – A
Psychotherapist’s Stories. It is a very raw and transparent collection of stories
from my work as a therapist whose calling to the profession was in conflict with
the Western medical model and its way of medicating or pathologizing what
is often more accurately described as people’s adaptive ways of coping with
trauma, or managing the anxiety that comes with just living in our Western
culture. Most Americans are walking around with an internal narrative
constantly telling us there is never enough of anything, and that we must
always work harder, be louder, faster, noisier and better in order to keep up.

A daughter’s memoir
of failed rescues

Killing
Penelope
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A Lucky Bat Book
Killing Penelope
Copyright © 2017 by Kimball Pier
All rights reserved
ISBN-10: 1-943588-52-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-943588-52-7
Cover Artist: Nuno Moreira
Published by Lucky Bat Books
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
This book also available in digital formats.
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Waiting for the
Green Chair
I

waited at the bottom of the KT-22 ski lift in Squaw Valley for my
favorite chair. It stood out, out of place among the ordinary, like Greta
Garbo in a Ziegfeld Follies chorus line. There were colored chairs in groups of
six—pink, yellow, blue, and white—but there was only one dark green chair
with varnished wood slats on its seat. I wondered if it knew I was waiting
for it to float down the cable just for me. The forest-green metal would be
comforting and inviting, the varnished seat shiny and perfect. I loved that it
was still there even though I’d been gone for four years.
It was a sunny day on March 23, 1974, almost two weeks after my sixteenth
birthday. My mother, Penelope, was dead. I’d left her to die back in Duxbury,
but I’d made up a lie about it so nobody would ever know it was my fault. I
planned to tell anyone who asked, “We agreed that I should leave so she could
have her old life back.” I’d never said anything about social services making
me leave Penelope to come home to Squaw to live with my father. It had either
been that or a foster home. My father hadn’t spoken to me much since Penelope
and I had moved away from Squaw Valley in the spring of 1970.
3
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I knew when he called that morning that she was dead. He wanted me
to come down to his office right away, but I walked slowly. He was sitting in
his study in his old leather chair, the one I’d used to twirl around in when I
was little. His nurse, Bunny, showed me in. “Your mother is gone,” he said
and began to sob. I held him close and didn’t cry at all. My tears were locked
up in a vault somewhere inside my body. I wondered how he could be so sad
about Penelope. He’d gotten what he’d wanted: a new life with Sammie and
her kids. He’d left the house for the last time in the spring of 1970, wearing
blue polyester pants from J.C. Penney’s and white, fake-leather shoes that
Sammie had gotten him. He’d left behind all the pairs of khaki Brooks
Brothers slacks and leather loafers that Penelope had always gotten him.
I comforted him as he cried, but I hoped it wouldn’t take too long.
Redheaded Heidi Chisholm was waiting for me outside. We’d planned to
cut school that day to ski, defiant and wild as we’d always been ever since we
were little. Now I had a really good reason for cutting school. Heidi might
get in trouble, but I wouldn’t.

4

2

Hanging On
H

e used to love Penelope and me, but my memories were the only
proof I had. There were no pictures of me on his desk or in our house,
and he got irritated when I brought up old memories.
“Hey, Daddy, remember when I was four, and you said I was old enough
to ski? It was 1962, and the rope tow at Papoose, Squaw Valley’s beginner ski
hill, was the scariest thing, except for the dark place underneath our stairs at
home. You gave me a pair of wooden skis and bamboo poles for Christmas.
Remember?” He looked away and said nothing.
I remembered that whenever he decided it was time for me to learn something, I had no voice in the matter. He meant well, and, in most things, he
was a patient and thoughtful teacher and mentor, as long as it didn’t involve
athletics or playing Parcheesi. An approachable and comfortable doctor,
my father was imperturbable in emergencies, using his snowshoes to make
a house call when his VW Beetle was up to its door handles with snow, to
pull a fish bone from a child’s throat or to chat with patients about football
while he sewed up holes in their heads. There were occasions when he’d fetch
a pair of pliers from the VW’s glove box and douse them with alcohol to
serve as de facto forceps, like the time he yanked a piece of a 7UP bottle out
of my foot. He was never without his black leather medical bag—inscribed
5
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with his name, Gardiner Pier, MD, in gold letters near the clasp. When I
opened it up, it smelled of antiseptic, bandages, and the rubber tubing of his
stethoscope, one of my favorite toys. Somehow, after his long days at his office
and hospital rounds, he found the energy to pull me into his lap and tell me
stories, or to play hide and seek with me while Penelope prepared his favorite
hors d’oeuvres of Triscuits and smoked oysters and his evening gin and tonic.
I felt the need he had for me to be exceptional, the daughter who could
be more like a son. I was an accident, the result of an illicit tryst in Penelope’s
shower. He was forty-six years old when I was born. One December evening,
he didn’t take the turnoff for Tiburon, where his wife and three children
lived, ending up instead on Penelope’s houseboat in Sausalito. And after a
few whiskey sours, the zipper on his trousers failed.
I was barely out of diapers and into big-girl panties, but Gardiner wasted
no time in shaping me into a skiing prodigy. After I’d been outfitted in my
stuffy red snowsuit and a pair of mittens on a string, he propped me up
on the bench in front of Papoose’s snack bar while he laced up my boots
and shackled me to my wooden skis. He was a madman, a titan, bellowing
marginally coherent instructions as to how to manage my equipment on
snow while I sweated and struggled against the confinement of my snowsuit.
I waddled and weaved, flailing like a little sapling in a hurricane as I hurtled
down Papoose, unable to control my speed and crashing over and over until
my soggy snowsuit weighed more than I did and tears and snot caked my face.
In my first attempts at grabbing the moving rope on the rope tow, I was
yanked to the ground, skis and poles refusing to behave, but I hung on to
the rope as Gardiner had instructed me to do. My hands burned as my grip
tightened when we reached the end of the line, the rope lifting me off the
ground as it approached the squeaking wheelie thing at the top where I was
then suspended above the snow. The rope tow operator had to stop all rope
tow operations in order to run to the top where I dangled. He pulled me off,
slinging me over his shoulder, a sobbing sack of toddler, and carried me to
the bottom, depositing me at Gardiner’s feet. I begged to go home, but he
insisted I practice until I had mastery. And so I was pushed into the rope
tow line once again, sniffling and snotty-nosed, hoping that this time I could
grab onto the moving rope without falling down and be brave enough to let
go before the wheelie thing ate my hat again.
6
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Most children want to let go of the rope tow. But I’d had to work so hard
to learn to grab it and hang on, and I was so paralyzed about letting go that
in my early rope tow days, I repeated the act of hanging on until the very end.
I hung on to everything and feared letting go of anything. Maybe that’s what
comes from being an accident, the abortion that didn’t happen in time. I had
clung to the walls of Penelope’s uterus and insisted on being born.
Penelope seemed never to cling or hang on, not even to Gardiner. When
she took me skiing, she coaxed the chair on the chairlift until it swung gently
to catch her, and she sat with grace as if the chair were lucky to have a few
minutes with her. She would cradle the reins of her horse’s bridle with such
gentle certainty that he wouldn’t dare take advantage of her trust. She steered
her Porsche without gripping the wheel. It just seemed to want to go where
she wanted it to go. Even when she held a gun, it was as though she had some
kind of romance going on.
After burning through many pairs of mittens, I finally attained rope
tow proficiency, becoming a fanatic rope tow grabber, a master at timing
my grabs so that I remained upright even on the fast rope tow. Skiing down
again began to feel like flying, and when I was five, I was ready to graduate
to Squaw Valley’s multicolored chairlifts. If I couldn’t have my green chair,
a blue one was acceptable.
But I always waited for my green chair no matter what. I knew what I
wanted. I watched for my chance, not wanting anyone to interfere with me. I
wanted to choose who might ride up on the chairlift with me, but I preferred
to ride alone. I worked my way up through the lift line and lied to people
who asked me if I wanted to ride up with them.
“No, I’m waiting for someone,” I would say, looking away. Sometimes,
I would accept the invitation from a pretty lady or a handsome man. But,
mostly, I liked having the green chair all to myself.
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3

Letting Go
I

n between rope tow proficiency and riding the chairlift, Gardiner
had decided to mold me into the great swimmer he imagined himself to
be. I was four and had not yet recovered from my Papoose ordeal. I loved
the water and was happy to splash around in the shallow end where I could
touch bottom. No need to go underwater or try to float just yet; I had plenty
of fun just going up to my chin, pretending I was swimming by jumping up
and down and flapping my arms. But he had Olympic dreams for me. So off
we went to the Squaw Valley Lodge’s swimming pool in his light-blue VW
Beetle, with a length of thin rope and one of Penelope’s best lemon-yellow
guest towels. To begin with, that pool was not heated, and it always had bugs
in it. And it didn’t have nice stairs at the shallow end to sit on and ease into
the water. Gardiner eschewed shallow ends or wading in slowly, one toe at a
time. “Wading is for sissies,” he’d say brusquely. “We’ll have none of that crap.”
He explained that the towel was for my stomach to protect me from
rope burn, which immediately aroused my suspicion that he was on one of
his manic missions to teach me something I didn’t want to learn. The rope
was made into a sort of sling, but it looked more like a noose to me. He then
instructed me to step into it, and he tightened the rope around my middle.
“Now,” he said, pleased with his noose idea, “get in the pool.”
8
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“But there aren’t any stairs,” I whimpered. “I have to get used to the water
first, Daddy.”
“Just use the ladder and go down backward,” he said a little impatiently.
And so, quivering with fear, I made my way into the pool while maintaining a death grip on the rails of the ladder down into the cold, buggy water.
I felt the rope around my belly creep up toward my armpits as I gripped the
side of the pool. I met his command to let go of the side of the pool with
an even stronger grip, screaming that I didn’t want to learn to swim in the
lodge pool, that I needed the shallow end of a heated pool that had stairs. He
assured me he wouldn’t let go of the rope and told me to start kicking with
my feet and paddling with my hands. “Swim! Goddammit, Kacey! Swim!”
he commanded, as if I should summon my inner trout.
And then he did the unthinkable. He let go of the rope, confident that
my kicking and flapping would keep me afloat. I wasn’t sure if my toes could
reach the bottom, but he was. Devoured by fear, sputtering and gulping buggy
water, sure that my body wouldn’t float and that the bottom of the pool was
hundreds of feet below, I floundered over to the edge and refused to let go.
I wanted to go back to the pool with the real shallow end, where the water
was only waist high, where I could sit on the stairs in my swimsuit with the
little ruffles and my swim cap with the pink fishies on it and take my time.
Penelope sat by the side of the pool with her Rolleiflex camera dangling
from her neck, her straw cowboy hat perched on her head to shade her from
the sun, and told me I could hold on to the side as much as I wanted. She
encouraged me to experiment and see what happened if I only held on with
one hand or turned onto my back while holding on with one hand. When I
finally decided to let go and float, it was my miracle to discover that I could.
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4

Catch Me
W

hen I was three, I had a red tricycle that transported me from one
end of the porch to the other. Our porch was high off the ground,
supported by pilings, the openings between the railings covered by chicken
wire so that my extraordinary speed would not result in a fatal tricycle accident. Reliable, sturdy, and easy to handle, my tricycle could turn on a dime
and park and stop at will. I liked to make automobile noises when I rode my
tricycle. Penelope drove a red Porsche, and I liked the sound it made when
she revved the engine, so I made those kinds of noises. And I always made a
screeching noise when I stopped. I counted myself among the most competent
and capable of tricycle riders.
I was not allowed to relax in my three-wheeled comfort and competence
for long. All too quickly, the day arrived when Gardiner decided I ought to
learn to ride a bicycle. Eyeing my beloved red tricycle parked in its space at
the corner of our porch under a pine tree, I thought it an ideal time to bargain
and told him I would only ride a blue bike with a bell and pretty basket with
flowers on it on the handlebars. I was six when he presented me with a blue
Schwinn girl’s bicycle. It had a white wicker basket on the handlebars, a bell,
and very pretty white stripes on the front and back fenders; it had a kickstand
and a pair of training wheels on the back. It weighed one thousand pounds.
10
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The first thing he did was to retrieve his wrench from his toolbox, with which
he removed the training wheels. “No need for these. The only way to learn
is to just get on and go!”
And with that, he loaded the blue Schwinn into the back of the VW
Beetle, and off we went to the parking lot in front of the Blyth Arena, a huge,
orange-painted, steel and glass structure, site of the 1960 Winter Olympic
skating events, which was within walking distance of Papoose and the Squaw
Valley Lodge swimming pool, the site of previous traumatic experiences.
It was summertime, so there weren’t any cars in the parking lot—a good
thing for me—and we were close to his office where first-aid supplies were
in abundance.
He gave his usual cursory instructions: “Now . . . I’m going to have a hold
of your handlebars, and I’m going to run alongside while you pedal, and when
you have enough speed, I’m going to let go, and you’ll be on your own. Just
remember . . . keep pedaling. That’s what helps you balance.”
Of course the second he let go, I stopped pedaling and froze, unable
to comprehend how balance was possible with only two wheels. I began to
scream, and Gardiner ran toward me to arrest what would have been a bloody
crash onto the pavement. “Goddammit, Kacey! I told you to keep pedaling!”
And then he held me close until I stopped shaking and said, “C’mon, Kace,
let’s try this again, only this time, we’ll try a smaller hill.” At least he called
me by the nickname that only he and Penelope shared for me, so I knew he
couldn’t really have been that frustrated with me. They called me “Kacey”
or “Kace,” an amalgam of my first and middle initials, “K” for Kimball, and
“C” for Converse. They called me Kimball when they were mad at me, for
example, when I stole a ring from the drug store, or when I cleaned my room
by shoving everything under the bed.
I was fuming; my resistance and resentment obliterating any desire I had
to learn. With my brows knit and my mouth in a rigid frown, I obeyed his
command to get on and try again, only because I knew he would have me
pulling thistles as punishment if I refused to comply.
Over the next several hours, I learned to find my balance, but only after
I told him to stop telling me what to do. Soon, I was pedaling across the
parking lot with grace and ease. He told me he was proud of me, but I was
still angry with him and couldn’t be grateful that he was proud of me. When
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I had gained confidence riding on the flat pavement of the parking lot, he put
the Schwinn in the back of the VW and said, “Now you’re going to learn
to go downhill.”
Sandy Way, our street in Squaw Valley, had long, steep hills at least as
difficult as a road over the Swiss Alps. Just running down the hills was life
threatening when I got going too fast, and riding the blue Schwinn would
certainly require an ambulance to be on standby. There were no bike helmets
for kids in the sixties, or if there were, Gardiner must have thought them
unnecessary, as he thought most protective or preventative devices unnecessary, including seatbelts, sunscreen, and, of course, training wheels.
We started on a fairly small downhill, but, to me, it might as well have
been Mount Everest. He instructed me to press back on the pedal to stop the
bike, promising that simple action would slow me down. It seemed unlikely
that such a simple move would stop the thousand-pound bicycle. First of all,
it was a Herculean chore to push it up the hill to my starting point. He was
a speck on the horizon as I stood at the top of the Road of Death awaiting
his signal to start.
Now, most children would follow the instruction to press back on a
brake, a simple enough piece of advice to follow. I remembered how he’d
not disclosed vital information about being able to touch the bottom at the
Squaw Valley Lodge pool that day, so I did not now believe that it would
be that simple to stop my bike and would not even try. Once I got going, I
became paralyzed with fear, all instruction erased from my memory, and
screamed for Gardiner to stop me. “Catch me, Daddy! Catch me!” I screamed.
And he did. Poising himself with legs bent and spread in a hero’s posture,
he extended his arms and caught me, somehow managing to stay upright
himself. “Goddammit, Kacey! I told you to press back with your foot to
brake!”
Amazing that I didn’t think my name was Goddammitkacey.
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Horses
P

enelope loved horses, and therefore I loved horses too. She had
taught me to ride even before Gardiner forced me to learn to ski. J. P. was
a chestnut Morgan with a white blaze down his face, fifteen hands high and
completely in love with Penelope, as most men were. She obtained the best
spot for his corral at the Squaw Valley Stables and had it custom built for
him so that he would have his own pine tree for shade and a nice view of the
meadow. She kept saddles, bridles, brushes, and J. P.’s feedbag in a specially
made tack shed right in the corral. About a half mile away from the stables,
she tooted the red Porsche’s horn to let J. P. know she was close, and he would
prick his ears up and begin to pace the corral near the fence, whinnying with
desire in anticipation of his beautiful Penelope’s arrival.
She wouldn’t let Gardiner ride J. P., and J. P. would likely have thrown
him off anyway, but she let me ride him. I saw her whisper in his ear that
I was special and that he should be extra careful with me on his back. She
patted his neck, and he turned to look in her eyes. “There’s a good boy,” she
said and kissed his nose.
I liked to wear my straw cowboy hat just like hers, and I had a red cowboy
vest with a white fringe that Penelope had purchased just for me at the feed
and tack store in Reno. I straddled the fence and listened to her instructions,
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clear and gentle, as she told me how to turn the stirrup, use my left foot, and
face J. P.’s rear to mount. She brought J. P. close to the fence so I could stand
on the bottom rail to reach the stirrup. “Now, tuck up on the reins, and take
some of his mane into your hands,” she instructed.
“But, Mummy, won’t it hurt if I pull his hair?”
“No, it won’t hurt him. Now grab the saddle horn with your right hand . . .
that’s it. Now swing your right leg over the saddle. Good girl!”
I was up high on J. P.’s back, and I became Penelope for a minute or so.
She removed his halter and told me to give him a gentle squeeze with my
legs, but my legs were so short he didn’t feel a thing. She made kissing noises
and began to walk, coaxing him along with her voice, and he followed. “Give
him a little kick,” she said. “These are called Rommel reins.” I looked at the
braided leather reins knotted with long tails at the ends. “Hold the reins
loosely in your left hand, and use your right hand to hold the tails. Now rest
your right hand on your right leg, sit up nice and straight . . . that’s my girl!
When he trots, squeeze in with your legs and sit to your horse.”
It wasn’t long before I could ride without instruction. When Penelope
taught other kids how to ride, she spoke to them as if they were grown-ups,
not the five-year-olds they were. And they loved her. But Penelope had no
patience for whining and would send them home to their mothers immediately if they did. She expected them to explain to her what the problem was
and then to solve it.
“Mrs. Pier, I’m hot.”
“There’s the creek,” she would say. “Take your horse in for a swim. Then
you’ll both be cooler. Now let’s have no more whining, shall we?”
When Penelope and I went riding alone, I had to ride one of the stable’s
dude horses, but I usually got the one I wanted. Penelope taught me to ask
for what I wanted in a clear voice without any whining. “I want that one,”
I instructed the cowhand as I pointed to a chestnut with a long mane and
tail. That horse wouldn’t just lumber along; he had some mischief in him,
but just enough to make the ride exciting. There were several I refused to
ride because they were stubborn and slow. And I wanted one that looked
like J. P. We would load up a picnic into the saddlebags and take off for the
lakes nestled high in the mountains above Squaw Valley. When we arrived,
Penelope set out her lunch of Gruyère cheese, Pepperidge Farm wheat bread,
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a few strawberries, and Wente Brothers wine, which she carried in a bota
bag and squirted into her mouth. I had a peanut butter sandwich, three Fig
Newtons, and all the water I could drink from the lake. Penelope always rode
with brown gloves to protect her hands and her fingernails, which were cut
short and always painted bright red.
We were quiet mostly. Penelope didn’t like chatter and found talking
unnecessary much of the time. “Let’s just be quiet and enjoy the sound of
the wind, shall we?” she said. Sometimes I wondered if she got tired of me.
In the afternoons, she withdrew into her bedroom and told me she was not
to be disturbed, that it was her rest time. I waited outside her door, drawing
pictures of horses and trying not to make a sound until she opened the door
and discovered me sitting there. “Hi, Mummy,” I would say hopefully.
“Hello little Kacey,” she replied. “Shall we take the dogs for a walk?” I
rose up and floated along behind her.
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6

Sickness
G

ardiner never minded my chit-chat. I could have access to his lap
or his attention. I went with him everywhere in the VW Beetle, and
we sang rounds of “I’ve Been Working on the Railroad” or Christmas carols,
even if it was July. Penelope was more elusive, uncertain, as if motherhood
were a question mark lingering on the threshold of a doorway. I was afraid to
disturb her when her door was closed, but I was willing to sit quietly with a
book for as long as it took for her to be ready to have me with her on her bed.
When I was sick in the middle of the night, I didn’t worry too much that
I was bothering Gardiner when I woke him up. My room was downstairs,
and the house was big; it was a long way to get upstairs to his bedside to
wake him and I had to consider the danger, what with the wolf that lived
in the dark place under the stairs. When I was sick, I tried so hard not to
throw up that I waited until the last second. I hollered for him, then threw
up all over the record player by my bed. Poor Gardiner cleaned up after me,
got me a fresh nightie, then read me stories until I threw up again (this time
into a strategically placed wastebasket). He stayed with me, reading me The
Churchmouse Stories until I fell asleep, and he was right there when I awoke
again. Even though he got up for work early the next morning while Penelope
slept, he never complained. And he never woke Penelope to take over for him.
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We got up early, Gardiner and me. I liked to sit over the heater vents
by the big windows, letting the warm air make my nightie billow out like
a flannel tent. He whispered when breakfast was ready. We always had to
whisper, knowing what would happen if we woke Penelope. She would fling
the door open to the bedroom and hiss, “Be quiet! For God’s sake, Gardy!
You’ve woken me up!” and then slam her door. He buried the phone under
pillows on the sofa to muffle the ringing in the morning. When he was on
call, he slept right next to it on the sofa, and he laid out all his clothes for
the next day on a chair in the living room, so he wouldn’t have to go into the
bedroom at all. And he didn’t flush the toilet, even if he’d left a turd from
his morning ritual. Instead, he would leave a bottle of shampoo on the lid
so she would know to flush first. We had to talk in low voices in the kitchen
and not slam doors. It was too hard attaining forgiveness.
He rarely got sick, but when he did, I was so terrified that I couldn’t
stand being anywhere near him. He was the anchor, and if he was disabled
by illness, I became unmoored. Penelope also depended upon him to be the
healthy one, as her various aches and pains had to take precedence. He was
not permitted to be weak or infirm in any way. If he got sick, especially if he
was throwing up, she would play Wagner’s “Die Walkure” on her Victrola
and crank up the volume to drown out his heaving. I went to sleep outside
in my tent just to get away from Wagner.
Holding his head when he was throwing up was out of the question, but
Penelope was gifted in her way of protecting him from unwanted telephone
calls and listening to him talk about his day, especially about that pain-inthe-ass Alex Cushing, the owner of the Squaw Valley ski area.
“Hello? Who is calling, please? What? Oh dear. Oh yes . . . just a
minute, please.” She would cover the receiver and whisper, “Are you here
for Betty? Apparently, Brad has a pea up his nose, and she can’t seem to
get it out.”
Occasionally, she would return to the phone and say, “I’m sorry, he’s just
left. May I have him call you back?” She was always polite until she got off
the phone, and then she’d say, “Goddammit, why don’t they ever get sick
during the day, for Christ’s sake?”
They had conversations about his day as he sipped his cocktail by the
fire, and she cooked supper in the big open space that was the living room,
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kitchen, and dining area. She put his slippers on the stone hearth to warm
by the fire and pulled his favorite chair in front.
He never seemed to run out of energy to care for his patients. I loved that
my friends went to see him. He could tame the most unruly and frightened
child with his voice and his humor. I overheard when one of my friends
needed a shot of penicillin; Gardiner called for the nurse, “Bunny, come on
in here, I need you to yank his drawers down while I hold him! Then I’ll hand
you the syringe. Ready? Now!” And then I heard the piercing scream as the
needle was plunged into the boy’s clenched buttocks. Afterward, Gardiner
said, “You’re a damn brave kid! That needle was one of my longest.” The
kid came out holding the empty syringe without the needle as a souvenir of
his ordeal.
He was lonesome during Penelope’s long hospital stays, which began when
I was eight. We didn’t play hide and seek anymore. I was worried she was
going to die, and I was too afraid to ask any questions—I just swallowed them
until they formed a heavy black ball inside my stomach. When she was home
from the hospital, I tiptoed around the house feeling as if the spell would
break if I made any noise. The dog tiptoed too, every step, her paw poised
in midstride, trying to make her toenails hit the cork floor tiles quietly. The
house felt so hollow without Penelope. I became even more afraid of dark
places and tried not to sleep.
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